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1. Ryhiner Collection 
1732–1803 Johann Friedrich von Ryhiner  
> 500 Volumes (composite atlas) 
> 16‘000 Maps, plans and topographical views 
 
1867 Gift to the Library 
 












2. Microfilming (1994-1997) 
 
 
 > Exhibition „Raum in der  Zeit“, 1994 
> Volume Catalonia 
— as original 
— as microfilm in a slide show 








Mapcuratorship in transition 
 
9th conference of the Groupe des Cartothécaires de LIBER 
















1994 1995 1996 1997
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1998: Exhibition „Der Weltensammler“ 




2003: 4-volume catalogue, 16,428 
catalogue numbers – without illustrations 
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3. Digitalization 2002–2007 
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2002–2007: > 16‘000 digital images 
Resolution Format Amount of data Intended use 
 
4000 Pixel TIFF Ca. 38 MB Reproductions (raw data) 
 
4000 Pixel JPG Ca. 4 MB Reproductions (raw data) 
 
4000 Pixel JPG Ca. 4 MB Reproductions 
 
1024 Pixel JPG < 1 MB                Working copy 
  
400 Pixel JPG < 100 KB Thumbnail 
  




2002: Swiss maps, plans and views 
   > 900 images (static web pages) 
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Since 2002: Display of maps with  
PHP Image View (dynamic web pages) 
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2002-2007: > 16‘000 digital images 
> 2002 
— Switzerland 
— Celestial and world maps, biblical geography, historical maps, maps of 
America 
> 2003 
— Maps of Asia, Africa, Australia, Spain und parts of the Netherlands 
> 2004 
— Maps of Europe, Portugal, parts of the Rhineland and Sea Maps 
— Neighbour areas of Switzerland and Great Britain 
> 2006 
— Microfilming of the manuscript volumes (geography, bibliography, 
catalogue) of Johann Friedrich von Ryhiner 
- 2007 
— Rest of the maps (> 6000 images) 






... creates a tile pyramid 
 










       image index with previews  
        
 
Picture view: PHPMyGallery and Zoomify 
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4. Catalogue enrichment 2008 









Library catalogue IDS Basel-Bern 
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> 16,000 images in the library catalogue 
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Order form  












The Ryhiner Collection 
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 1994 
> Reader    
— Microfilm reader/printer   
> Workflow 
— Microfilming  Digitalization 
 
> Standards 
— 90% of the needs 
— < Facsimile 
> Long-term preservation  
— Original, microfilm  






— Computer monitor 
> Workflow 
— Digitalization   Digital 
images to microfilm 
> Standards 
— GIS-applications, 
georeferencing, KML-files, ... 
> Long-term preservation  
— Original, TIFF, microfilm  
> Scaling factor 
— constant 
> Metadatas 








 IDS Basel Bern Library catalogue 
 
http://www.kartenportal.ch 
 Gateway for maps and geospatial 
 datas 
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